
Everything is Not As it Seems

The Christian religion with its roots in Roman Catholicism has set absolutes which have restricted us
from entering into all that the Trinity has for us. Not only has our liberty and freedom in the Kingdom
been hijacked, we've been brought to believe many things which are a corruption of reality.

Father is taking those who will follow him on a journey to rediscover life and reality as THEY have set it
up within the constraints of The Fall. This is a journey into maturity as sons, but it is also taking back
what the religious spirit has duped us into believing which was not 'of God'.

I've been guilty of perpetuating the lies of the enemy and creating division with Christians and with non-
believers and in my relatives. I'm definitely guilty of this, despite being absolutely convinced I was right
at the time. I’ve repented of many of my actions and attitudes, but there’s more to undo.

I’m learning to listen to my spirit when I interact with others so that I do it in love, when I disagree with
their spiritual stance on anything. I know that if I listen to them with my mind or my emotions, I’ll get it
wrong because my soul will be controlling me.

I understand in a greater way now, that unity and love are essentials for Kingdom living and I'm pursuing
these so I can operate with Father’s heart towards all humanity – even 'lefties'. I'm not fully there yet. I've
a long way to go, but I’ve made a commitment to get there.

Jesus hung out with sinners and was not uncomfortable with them. He transcended their spiritual status
and brought them the Kingdom message. This is our task, which we need to do in love and compassion.
He demonstrated it as our prototype, so why would we let religion tell us otherwise.

Fear prevents us from moving forward with all the teaching from Father that he’s using to reprogram us.
There’s safety in the 'tried and true' of the past, so the pressure is to gravitate back to religion. That’s a
safety mechanism we use to protect ourselves,  but it’s not radical enough to allow us to ‘walk on water’.
I’ve done this backsliding into religion a number of times in my life, but not again. 

So  what’s  going  on  in  our  reprogramming  that’s  so  dramatic?  Basically,  it’s  everything  that  we’ve
believed in the past is being stripped away so we can take on the mind and heart of the King.

Read the Preface to Rob Bell’s book, ‘Love Wins’1, with an open heart, to get a ‘feel’ of this. You can
listen to the Preface for FREE:

• AUDIO – LINK

Now read ‘The Shack’2 by William Young so you can get a more accurate understanding of the Trinity’s
love for us and how they desire to interact with us. 

• BOOK: LINK

• VIDEO: LINK
The important thing to remember is that we’re all on a journey to discover “god” and to align our thinking
with his reality. I’ve been on that journey for 55 years, ever since I made a commitment at a church
meeting  to  accept  Jesus  as  “my  saviour”.  It’s  been  a  tortuous  trip  for  me,  with  periods  of  new
understanding,  only for  me having to  dump it  down the  track  because  I  realised  I  was wrong.  The
problem has  always been my mind. Even since the time I was baptised in the Holy Spirit and began
learning to discern and hear with my spirit, I’ve done most things and believed what I believed based on
my mind’s understanding. That’s not how sons operate. I know that now.

On another point, how’s your eschatology? Is it perfectly accurate? I bet it’s not. Check your eschatology

1 – www.amazon.com.au/Love-Wins-Heart-Lifes-Questions-ebook/dp/B004TAAKKC 
2 – www.amazon.com.au/Shack-William-P-Young-ebook/dp/B00FOVD0WU 
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against what Father showed Mike Parsons. I’ve written an article on it:

• “A Glimpse Into The Future” –   LINK

Are you ready for our King to shake everything so that what’s hidden will be exposed – including in
yourself? You’d better get ready for it. It’s already here. Check out Jamie Morgan’s prophetic download
on this very thing. It’s title is ‘Surrender or Succumb’:

• ARTICLE – LINK

• AUDIO – LINK 

You see, we think we know it all, but we don’t. We think our beliefs are perfectly accurate because our
pastor told us it was – but it’s not. We won’t know the truth until we allow the Truth himself to train us,
not professional Christians.

When we’re all out of our natural bodies we’ll know that we were totally wrong about a huge proportion
of what we currently believe to be truth. We’ll be in the pure presence of the King and we will have his
mind on everything. Like the Borg 'collective' in Star Trek, we’ll have full knowledge all the time because
we’ll be connected to the source, King Jesus. Until then, we need to submit to his reprogramming so we
can assist him to realise his plans for creation ASAP.

Today, though, are you ready to have your whole belief system turned upside down? Get ready ‘cause it’s
coming.

Laurence
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